The document describes a power-saving CAM (Content Addressable Memory) circuit. It explains how the memory word of the CAM is subdivided into smaller sub-words, each associated with a match line. The first match line of a memory word is always precharged, but subsequent match lines are pre-charged only if the preceding sub word has been found matching. The speed of operation is increased by time-interlacing the search cycles of successive search operations. The memory cells have a single subword and a command line associated with each memory cell, allowing for arbitrary size searching.
Power Saving CAM

Background of the Invention

In Content Addressable Memories (CAM, or CAM array) of the known type, words of memory storing a given data can be searched, and their position found by presenting this data to the memory. Each CAM Cell, storing one word of memory, comprises a comparator that compares the data stored in it with the searched data. The searched data is set on a number of bit lines, and these bit lines are routed to the CAM Cells of the memory array. Whenever the comparator of a CAM Cell detects equality between the data stored in the word, and the searched data (“Match”), then this comparator outputs a signal which initiates a process that outputs the address of one of the matching words.

In CAMs of the known type, this comparator is implemented by means of a precharged line – Match Line - associated to each CAM Cell. The CAM Cell, being able to store and compare a word of data, is composed of a number of CAM-bit cells, each one able to store 1 bit of data. A logic circuit is then associated with each CAM-bit cell, that discharges the Match Line whenever the data stored in the CAM-bit cell is different from the data set on the bit lines. Examples of such circuit are shown in Hisatada and all, IEEE journal of solid-state circuits, vol. 36 No. 6, June 2001.

This kind of design has been preferred for CAMs because discharging can be done at high speed, and it allows a high speed for the detection of the matching condition. However, a significant drawback of this design is that, in typical applications, match does not occur for the great majority of CAM cells, so that the Match Lines of this great majority of cells are all discharged. This results in a very high power consumption of the CAM device.

In another aspect of CAM applications, it is often required to search strings having a variable number of words and at variable positions in the array. In that case the searching operation may be done in several steps, one word of the string being searched in each step, and logical circuitry may then be used to detect successive matches at contiguous positions, indicating a string match. Similarly in this case, all comparators detecting a mismatch will discharge the associated match lines, thus resulting in a high power consumption.

It is therefore desirable to design a Content Addressable Memory where the power used to charge the match lines is reduced so as to reduce memory power consumption.

In US 6,191,970 to Pereira, a design is shown that reduces the power consumption. In this design, the match line is divided in several sections. The first section is discharged in the same way as for a normal CAM, but the following sections are discharged conditionally, depending on the matching condition of the previous section.

This design reduces power consumption, however it has the following disadvantages:
a) To avoid discharge, a transistor must be added in each CAM bit cell, that prevents the discharge in case previous match line was discharged. These transistors add a very significant delay in the discharge time.

b) One transistor is added in every CAM bit cell, resulting in a large number of transistors, thus adding a significant silicone area to the total CAM area.

c) The state of the match line is by default “Match”, so that if the match line has not been discharged because a previous one was discharged, a logic circuit must be added to discard this false match condition.

It is therefore desirable to design a circuit and a method that can be used in a CAM in order to enable significant reduction of power consumption, without reducing the speed of operation, and with a minimum addition to the circuit area.

Summary of the Invention:

The invention concerns a CAM memory with conditional precharge circuits and a method of searching data in the said CAM memory that enable reduced power consumption. The CAM bit cells of each CAM cell are subdivided in groups, each group constituting a Sub Word and each Sub Word being associated with a Match line. The first Match Line, associated with the first Subword, is always precharged, but consecutive Match Lines are pre-charged only on the condition that the preceding Sub-word has been found matching. The speed of operation is similar to that of CAM’s of the known type, and the number of search operations per second can be increased by time-interlacing the search cycles of successive search operations. In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, each of the CAM cells stores a single subword and a conditional pre-charge circuit is disposed between two consecutive CAM Cells, the conditional pre-charge circuit receiving as input a Command signal to define the starting point of a new comparison unit whereby words of arbitrary size may be searched.

Brief description of the drawings:

Fig 1: Shows a general block diagram of a CAM of the known type.

Fig 2: Shows a more detailed block diagram of one CAM Cell of the known type and the associated circuits.

Fig 3: Shows a block diagram of a preferred embodiment of a CAM Cell designed according to the principle of this invention.

Fig 4: Shows how the searching cycles can be time-interlaced in order to increase the number of searching cycles per time unit.

Fig 5: shows an embodiment where, for each CAM-Cell, the word of memory is divided in several sub-words, and one Match Line is defined for each Sub-word.

Fig 6: shows a CAM array comprising a great number of CAM cells, each CAM cell being able to store one Sub-word, with a conditional pre-charge circuit disposed
between two consecutive CAM Cells, the conditional pre-charge circuit receiving as input a Command signal to define the starting point of a new comparison unit.

**Detailed Description of the Invention in Respect of a Preferred Embodiment:**

The present invention relates to a method and circuit that can be used in a CAM in order to significantly reduce power consumption, without reducing the speed of operation, and with a minimum addition to the circuit area.

In order to better clarify the invention, a CAM of the known type will be first described, and the inventive CAM with reduced power consumption will be described in reference to this CAM; however it must be understood that the principle of the invention hereinbelow can be applied to any type of CAM.

In Fig 1 is shown a CAM of the existing type. An array of CAM Cells is able to store a number of words. To each CAM Cell, a comparator and a Match Line are associated. The output of the comparator is a signal set on the Match Line. Commonly, a Searching Cycle will comprise three main steps:

- In a first step, a Precharge circuit, activated by a control circuit, will charge the Match Line to a pre-defined first potential, Charge-potential.
- In a second step, the comparators are activated, and if mismatch occurs at a CAM-Cell, then the associated Match Line is discharged to a pre-defined second potential, Discharge-potential.
- In a third step, the potential of the Match Line is evaluated. If it is at the Charge-potential, then it indicates a Match condition. The Match Signal is then input to an Address Output circuit that will output the address of one of the CAM Cells for which a Match condition was found.

In Fig 2, a more detailed description of such a CAM-Cell is shown. A Compare register is used to store the searched data during the compare operation. The data of the Compare register is conveyed to all the CAM-Cells by means of the bit lines. Each CAM bit Cell is able to store one bit of data, and to compare the stored bit with the data set on the bit lines. If there is a match, the CAM-bit Cell will set a Bit-Match signal to a low potential. If there is a mismatch, the Bit-Match signal will be set to a High potential. This Bit-Match signal is then applied to the gate of a transistor connecting the Match Line to the Discharge Potential. If any bit of the word stored in the CAM has non-matching data, then the bit Match signal will be high. The transistor will then be made conducting and the Match line will be discharged, i.e. connected to the Discharge-potential. Example of such a CAM bit Cell is shown in paper by Hisatada and all, IEEE journal of solid-state circuits, vol. 36 No. 6, June 2001, page 959 Fig 3.

The CAM-Cell is operated in three steps:

- In the first step, the Match Line is precharged, and all the CAM-bit-Cells have been disabled for comparison, i.e. all bit-match signals are kept low.
- In the second step, the precharging is stopped, the data to be searched is set on the bit lines, and the comparison is enabled for each CAM-bit Cell. If any CAM-Bit Cell is storing non-matching data, the Bit Match signal will be high, and the Match Line will be discharged, as explained before.
In the third state, the potential of the Match Line is evaluated by other circuits of the CAM (not shown here), typically to output the address of one of the CAM-Cells having matching data.

In Fig 1 and 2 a Control Circuit is shown that controls the Precharge and comparison operations. It must be understood that the control of the three steps mentioned above could be implemented in many different ways, and the Control Circuit is shown here only for general understanding.

The invention will be now described in respect of a preferred embodiment, with reference to Fig. 3. It will be understood however that many variations and modifications of the invention may be made that still remain within the scope of the description and the claims.

In Fig 3 a new design of the CAM-Cell is shown, designed for the purpose of reducing the power consumption of the CAM.

The CAM-Bit Cells of each CAM-Cell have been divided in two groups, or Sub-words, each Sub-word associated with a Match Line. The first Match Line, associated with the first Sub-word, is connected to a Precharge circuit, in a similar way as described above in Fig 2. The second Match Line is connected to a modified Precharge circuit further called here a Conditional Precharge circuit. This Conditional Precharge circuit receives as input the signal set on the first Match Line, and its function will be to Precharge the second Match Line only if the first Match Line has not been discharged during the compare cycle, i.e. if a match was found in first sub-word. If the first Match Line has been discharged, then the Conditional Precharge circuit will not precharge the second Match line or it will discharge the second Match line in case that it was left charged by an eventual previous comparison cycle. Other functions of the CAM-Cell will be similar to that described in reference to Fig 2.

In accordance with the inventive method, the CAM-Cell of the invention is now operated through the following steps:

Step 1: The first Match Line is Precharged, the Precharge circuit being activated by a Control Circuit, and all CAM-Bit Cells are disabled for comparison.

Step 2: The Precharge circuit is disabled, and a comparison is enabled on the first Sub-word. If there is a match, then the first Match Line remains charged, otherwise it is discharged.

Step 3: The Conditional Precharge circuit is enabled by the control circuit. It will then Precharge the second Match Line only if the first Match Line is charged, i.e. if the first Sub-word has matching data, otherwise it will discharge that second Match Line.

Step 4: The Conditional Precharge circuit is disabled, The CAM-bit cells of the second Sub-Word are enabled for comparison, and the Second Match Line is discharged if a mismatch occurs at any bit of the second Sub-Word.

Step 5: The state of the Second Match Line is evaluated: If the Second Match Line remained charged, then there was a match for the whole word stored in the CAM Cell.

It will be understood by those versed in the art that in many applications, there is only a small number of occurrences of the searched word in the Array of memory. In that case, the number of CAM Cells for which the first Sub-word will make a Match is very small. Consequently, in the great majority of CAM-Cells, the second Match Line
will not be charged, and the power consumption of the CAM array will be greatly reduced.

The inventive method is operated using 5 steps in a search cycle, instead of 3 in common CAM’s. However each step has a reduced duration, since each Match Line is now shorter and has a reduced capacitance, so that the total searching time will be of the same order.

Furthermore, it is one of the advantages of the inventive method that when successive searching operations are to be done, the steps of successive searches may be time-interlaced, so that the total number of search operations per time unit may be increased.

In Fig 4 is shown an example where searching cycles are interlaced. The time axis is shown going downward. In that example, step 1 of a searching cycle N is done simultaneously with step 3 of a previous searching cycle (N-1). Step 2 of cycle N is done simultaneously with step 4 of (N-1) cycle. Step 3 of cycle N is done simultaneously with step 5 of cycle (N-1) and step 1 of next searching cycle (N+1), etc….

The principle of Conditional Precharge circuit has been shown here in the case where there are two match lines. It will be understood however that the same principle can be applied where the CAM Cell has been subdivided in any number of Sub-words and the same number of Match Lines are implemented, associated to the said Sub-Words.

Fig 5 shows a CAM Cell with 5 Match Lines and 5 Sub-words, a precharge circuit associated with the first Match Line and 4 conditional precharge circuits, each associated with one of the 4 subsequent Match lines. The first Match Line of the CAM Cell will be charged for each searching cycle, but the other Match Lines of the said CAM Cell will be charged only if the preceding Match Line of the same CAM Cell was not discharged by a comparison on the previous sub-word.

The number of bits of each Sub-word can be optimized to best fit the applications and minimize the power consumption of the device. It will be understood that when the first Sub-Word is composed of a few bits, then the probability that there will be a Match on that first Sub-Word will have a considerable value. However the power dissipated on each first Match Line will be small, since the number of CAM Bit Cells associated with that Match Line is small. In the other case where the first Sub-Word is composed of a larger number of bits, then the probability that there will be a Match on that first Sub-Word becomes very small. However the power dissipated on each first Match Line is greater, since a larger number of CAM Bit Cells are associated with each match line. When evaluating the overall power consumption of the CAM device, an optimum value for the number of bits for each sub-word can be chosen for minimum power consumption.

In Fig 6 is shown how a conditional pre-charge circuit can be used in a CAM array that is used to search words of different sizes. An example of such a CAM is described in PCT/IL 01/00436. The CAM array of PCT/IL 01/00436 comprises a plurality of Sub-words. In this embodiment the Sub-words are not necessarily grouped in words in a predefined way. Instead, each Conditional pre-charge circuit associated with each Sub-word receives as input the signal set on the Match line of the previous Sub-word. This Conditional pre-charge circuit receives an additional input signal (Command Signal). This Conditional pre-charge circuit now functions in order to
charge the match line of the associated Sub-word on condition that either the previous Sub-word was found matching in a previous compare operation, or the Command Signal is set. By selectively setting the command signals, a group of sub-words that are between two set Command Signals form a Comparison unit, i.e. the Match signal on the match lines will propagate on all Sub-words of the comparison unit until a Mismatch occurs. Whenever a Mismatch occurs, then the propagation of the Match signal along a comparison is stopped. By selecting only Match signals that occur at the end of a comparison unit, it is now possible to select only Matches that occur for an entire comparison unit. In this manner, words of arbitrary size can be searched, and this with a reduced power consumption. The reduced power consumption is obtained by the fact that statistically, if the word searched is not matching the word stored in a comparison unit, then a mismatch will occur with a great probability at the beginning of the comparison unit. As a result, during the following comparison cycles the Match lines of the following sub-words of the comparison unit will not be pre-charged.
Claims:

1. A CAM cell that is capable of storing at least two subwords, with a first match line associated to a first subword, and consecutive match lines associated to each consecutive subword respectively in a predefined order, the said cell further comprising a comparator for each of the said match lines, a precharge circuit associated with the said first match line and a conditional precharge circuit associated with each of the said consecutive match lines, wherein the said comparator is designed to discharge a match line in case that the data stored in the said associated subword is not matching the data of a searched word, the said precharge circuit is always precharged prior to a search operation and the said conditional precharge circuits will charge the said match lines for a compare operation on the said associated subwords only where the condition is fulfilled that the previous match line in the said predefined order was not discharged.

2. A CAM cell in accordance with claim 1 hereinabove wherein the said CAM cell comprises two subwords.

3. A CAM memory for searching a word of data comprising an array of CAM cells designed according to either of claims 1 or 2 hereinabove.

4. A CAM array for searching words of variable size with a plurality of CAM cells arranged in a given order, each CAM cell being capable of storing one subword, and each CAM cell being associated with a Match line and a conditional precharge circuit, the said CAM cell further comprising a compator and the said conditional precharge circuit receiving as input a command signal, wherein the said match line is precharged for a compare operation on the condition that either the match line of the preceding CAM cell has been left charged by a previous compare operation or the command signal is set, such that the search may be limited to a chain of subwords of a desired length.

5. A conditional precharge circuit associated with a CAM cell, the said CAM cell being capable of storing at least two subwords with a first match line associated to a first subword and one match line associated to each consecutive subword in a predefined order, characterized in that the said conditional precharge circuit is associated with one of the said consecutive match lines and the said conditional precharge circuit receives a match line that is preceding to the said consecutive match line in the said predefined order wherein the said conditional precharge circuit outputs a signal that allows the said consecutive match line to be precharged for a compare operation only in case that the said preceding match line has not been discharged.

6. A conditional precharge circuit to be used in an array of CAM cells arranged in a given order, each CAM cell being capable of storing one subword and each CAM cell being associated with a match line wherein
the said conditional precharge circuit receives as input a) a first match line that is associated with a first CAM cell and b) a command line and the said conditional precharge circuit outputs a signal that allows a second match line, that is consecutive to the said first match line in a predefined order to be precharged in case that the said first match line has been left charged by a previous compare operation or the command signal is set.

7. A method for searching data in a CAM memory array with a plurality of memory cells, each memory cell comprising a plurality of bit cells, the said bit cells being divided into subwords, each subword comprising a predefined number of the said bit cells and each subword being associated with a compare cycle and a match line wherein a first match line is associated with a precharge circuit and each of the consecutive match lines respectively is associated with a conditional precharge circuit, the said method comprising the following steps:

a. The said first match line is charged by the said precharge circuit while the said consecutive match lines are kept in a discharged state
b. The said compare cycle of the said first subword enables comparison of the data to be searched with the data stored in the said first subword wherein the said first match line is discharged if there is a mismatch
c. Each of the said conditional precharge circuits respectively allows the said associated consecutive match line to be precharged only in the event that the preceding match line is not discharged

Whereby a consecutive subword is only precharged on the condition that the match line associated to a preceding subword was found matching and the preceding match line remains charged, such that the energy required for the search operation is considerably reduced.

8. A method for searching words of variable size in a CAM array with a plurality of CAM cells arranged in a predefined order, each CAM cell being capable of storing one subword, each CAM cell comprising a comparator circuit and each CAM cell being associated with a Match line and a conditional precharge circuit, the said conditional precharge circuit receiving as input a command line and a Match line wherein the said Match line is associated with a CAM cell that is preceding in the said predefined order, the said method comprising the following steps:

a. One or more command signals are set on the command lines of the CAM array
b. each conditional precharge circuit allows the said associated match line to be precharged only in case that the associated command line is set or the said match line of the said preceding CAM cell has been left charged by a previous compare operation
c. in CAM cells having an associated match line that has been precharged a compare cycle enables comparison of the data to be
searched with the data stored in the said cell wherein the said associated match line is discharged if there is a mismatch whereby the search may be limited to a chain of subwords of a desired length.

9. A method for searching data in a CAM memory array according to any of claims 6 or 7 hereinabove wherein successive searching operations are time interlaced such that one or more searching steps of one search operation are executed simultaneously with one or more steps of preceding or consecutive search operations.

10. A CAM cell substantially as described herein with reference to the drawings.

11. A CAM memory array substantially as described herein with reference to the drawings.

12. A conditional precharge circuit for a CAM memory array substantially as described herein with reference to the drawings.

13. A method for searching data in a CAM memory array substantially as described herein with reference to the drawings.
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